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Main Points for Discussion 

Independent journalistic online start-
ups (JS)
Motivations
Structure and business model 
Perceptions of professionalism 
Alternativeness within the Russian media 
system and to the Western JSs 
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Different Levels of Freedom in Russia 

Source: http://www.freedomhouse.org

Freedom of press: non-free
score 80 (scores 0-100)
Freedom on net: partly free 
score 52
Rating for independent media 
unchanged: 6.25 (scale of 1-7; 1 
highest level and 7 lowest) 
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http://en.rsf.org/spip.php?page=classement&id_rubrique=1054
http://www.worldaudit.org/publisher.htm


Two main trends 
in the Russian media system

Etatization
Increase state capital and mixed capital 

(state & commercial) in media market
Commercialization 

In the media development, professional 
conduct and thinking (profit strategy) 
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Two main trends 
in the Russian media system

Etatization
Negative impact on political independence 
Positive impact on personal satisfaction: 1)gives obvious 
guarantees against market uncertainty, 2) it does not 
conflict with

Commercialization 
Journalism finds itself being with the state and market 
Typical journalist is a happy journalist with two identities: 
loyal staff employee and market freelancer (second job)
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New trend: Free journalism online

Social networks (Vkontakte, Facebook) 
used digital media and feed protest 
movements since 2011-2012
Forced to change agenda of online media
Civil society together with online media  
contributed to politically independent 
journalism
Choice for a journalist: old media or online
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http://uta.fi/cmt/tutkimus/BRICS.html

The BRICS current project, 2012-2016
Examines differences between new (pure online) and 
old news media 
In mainstream comparative research, ONLINE NEWS 
MEDIA have received little attention
Number of online media continue to increase
The definition of new media is unclear
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http://uta.fi/cmt/tutkimus/BRICS.html


City Sample: Moscow, St. Petersburg, 
Yekaterinburg and Petrozavodsk
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Media and Journalists Samples  
City Press Radio/Television Online
Moscow 

(N = 48) 12 old+12 new 
media, among them 5 –
journalist startups (JS)

Rossijskaja gazeta
Komsomol'skaja pravda
Vechernjaja Moskva 
Sport-ekspress

Magazines:
Bol'shoj gorod
Russkij reporter 

Siti FM 
Radio Rossii
Ekho Moskvy
TV Moskva 24
TV centr
TV Rossiaya 24

Rbc.ru
Colta.ru 
Chastnyj korrespondent
The Village
Look at Me 
Lenta.ru 
Gazeta.ru 
Newsru.com 
Slon.ru 
Dozhd' Internet TV
LifeNews
Ezhednevnyi zhurnal

St Petersburg

(N = 49) 13 old+12 new 
media, among them 7 JS

Nevskoe Vremya 
Komsomoljskaya Pravda
RBK
Gorod 812 
Ekspert Severo-Zapad 
Darja 

radio Zenit 
radio Baltika
radio Svoboda  
radio Rossia
TV-5th Channel
LOT TV
Sankt-Peterburg TV

Peterburgskii dnevnik
Rbc.ru
Fontanka.ru
Firstnews.ru
Lenizdat.ru
Karpovka.net
Bumaga.ru
Zaks.ru
Obshestvennyi control
Dozhdj internet TV
Politgramota.ru
V 

Yekaterinburg
(N = 24) 6 old+6 new 
media, among them 2 JS

Oblastnaya gazeta 
Biznes i zhiznj 
Ekspert Urala 

Ekho Moskvy–Yekaterinburg  
4th Channel  
Studia 41 

Ura.ru
Znak.com
EAN 
Novyi region
Just media 
Internet TV Malina 

Petrozavodsk 
(N = 23) 6 old and 6 new 
media, among them 2 JS 

Karelia 
Moi Petrozavodsk
TVR Panorama 

GTRK Karelia 
GTRK Karelia 
Nika TV
Sampo TV

Respublika Karelia
Internet zhurnal Litsei
politika.karelia.ru
Vesti Karelii
Stolitsa na Onego
Vedomosti Karelii
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St Petersburg: 25 media outlets11



Online media (12): 3 types 

Independent initiatives by journalists: 
Bumaga, Karpovka, Politgramota, OK, 
V kurse (JS)
Part of independent media holdings 
(Azhur, MediaSPb, RBC): Fontanka, 
Lenizdat, Zaks.ru, RBC.ru
City government: Peterburgsky dairy
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Case 1: JS in St Petersburg
Internet-newspaper, established by male, young (1991), before 
worked in Izvestia (2008-2011) and was a student of journalism 
school (University); was dissatisfied with a high level of self-
censorship of journalists in Izvestia
2010 started to make a student’s newspaper at the university 
Winter 2010-2011 started to write about political protests in St 
Petersburg, but Izvestia did not published his articles. 
Spring 2012 left Izvestia: “there emerged a strong dissonance 
with what I'm doing out there” (R.7) 
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Case 1: JS in St Petersburg
Protests provoked interest in politics: “From the student 
newspaper we developed into a youth online newspaper, 
which represents the views  of 20-year-old generation, who 
were born in 1990, 1991 and 1989 respectively” (from 
interview)
December 2011 like student’s revolution in St Petersburg, 
age of protesters: 20-22. 
Some journalists kept a distance to protests not identifying 
themselves with picketers, performing in the status of a 
detached reporter, some were involved 
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Case 1: Structure of medium, 
human-business model, profession

Team of friends –students of journalism school 
Orientation to high-quality standards of the press
Main criterion - the trust of readers (500,000 per month)
Combination of idealism and pragmatism (we want 
honest elections and business but understand a need to 
seek compromises in the present conditions
New forms of advertising: Custom tailored to specific 
needs of the client like in successful JSs in Moscow 
Small staff (13), cheap rent of the newsroom           
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Petrozavodsk:12 media outlets 16



Media sample: 6 online + 6 traditional
Media type ownership/founders Size of medium

1. Litsei (Lycée) Online/ Internet 
journal

Journalistic start-up 8

2. Vesti Karelia Online/newspaper private Up to 20
3. Stolitsa na Onego Online/newspaper private Up to 20
4. Vedomosti Karelia Online/newspaper Private/Mazurovsky Up to 20
5. Republic of Karelia Online/news agency Regional gover-nt Up to 20 (holding)
6.politika-karelia.ru Online/centre of 

polit./social studies 
Journalistic start-up 1

7.TVR Panorama Regional  weekly State & Private Up to 20
8. Karelia Regional newspaper Regional gover-nt Up to 5 (holding)
9. My Petrozavodsk City newspaper Regional gover-nt Up to 17 (holding)
10/TV Nika City TV Private/Mazurovsky Up to 20
11.GTRK Karelia Republican TV Radio State (VGTRK) Up to 50
12.TV Sampo City TV Regional gover-nt Up to 50 (holding)
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Case 2: JS in Petrozavodsk
Internet journal, established by female (1955), Soviet 
generation, started as a journalist in 1982 in the 
newspaper, later - chief-in editor of another newspaper  
2010 the regional government closed the newspaper 
after that she established her online journal focused on 
the same themes of education, culture and social life, as 
she wrote before 
“Now I have a workload four times longer than when I 
worked in Soviet times. We have mastered all 
technological novelties. We truly multimedia journalists: 
both text and images and video recording” (R.1)
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Case 2: Structure of the medium, human-
business model, profession

Started without any capital, it is cheap to open a site in the internet
Team of friends: all work voluntary without payment, at home 
Income: pension, freelancer for the federal media in Moscow and a 
lector in journalism school at the local university 
Close connections with the audience (intelligensia): develop open 
discussions on their site
Represented in social media (Vkontakte, Facebook, Twitter, 
YouTube). Vkontakte they have 2000 subscribers 
Non profit, but tries to find ways of income, opened Internet shop,   

Small advertising revenue covers the costs for maintenance of the 
site
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Findings of the survey: 144 reporters:
74 from old media and 70 from online 

Mainstream/online, metro/province:

Identical Professional
In terms of :
Background
Reasons for job satisfactions
Perceptions of professionalism  
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Findings: Background
in both types of media: old and new

Age ( half –young)     
Gender (balanced)
Education (University, half with journalism diploma)
Social class: from Professionals
Mobile in the profession (Majority)
Second job (half)  
Detachment from the union, party, civil society  
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Findings: Job satisfaction
1. Reason 2. Reason 3. Reason

Moscow media: old Creative work and new 
knowledge

Communication with people Effectiveness  of materials and thanks from 
audience

new Creative work and working 
process

Awareness of well-done work Feedback from audience, “likes’ of users 

St. Petersburg media: old Creative work and self-
realization

Thanks and feedback from 
audience and interaction with 
them

Materials of high quality

new Thanks and feedback from 
audience and interaction with 
them

Creative work and self-
realization

Respect and acknowledgement from 
colleagues

Yekaterinburg media: old Creative work and self-
realization

Thanks and feedback from 
audience and interaction with 
them

New knowledge and new people 

new Creative work and self-
realization

Thanks and feedback from 
audience and interaction with 
them

Effectiveness of materials and new 
knowledge,  people

Petrozavodsk media: old Thanks and feedback from 
audience and interaction with 
them

Materials of high quality Creative work and self-realization

new Creative work and self-
realization

Materials of high quality Thanks and feedback from audience and 
interaction with them
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Competences in professionalism
1. Competence 2. Competence 3. Competence

Moscow media: old Skills in gathering and analyzing 
information  

Ethical conduct Generally erudite and scholarly

new Experience in profession Objectivity and honesty Communicative and managerial 
skills

St Petersburg media: old Generally erudite and scholarly Competence  about subject Ethical conduct

new Skills in writing and using of 
technology

Generally erudite and scholarly Honest, sincere

Yekaterinburg media: old Skills in gathering and analyzing 
information  

Honest, sincere Ethical conduct

new Generally erudite and scholarly Ethical conduct Skills in gathering and analyzing 
information  

Petrozavodsk media: old Skills in writing and using of 
technology

Generally erudite and scholarly Honest, sincere

new Competence  about subject Generally erudite and scholarly Skills in writing and using of 
technology
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Reasons for similarity in background   

Their mobility in the profession: 
Main job combining with Second job for online and 
mainstream and other professions (PR, advertising, 
teaching in journalism)
Changing job places in the media market 

Technology of their labor 
Traditional media are conglomerates of the old and new 
digital media
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Twins in the professional mind
The same reasons for job satisfaction: 

Work is Creative process
Getting new knowledge ( self-education)
Getting new people

The same ideas of professionalism:
Technical skills (Using IT)
General erudition

Ethics in the profession and life 
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What is specific in journalistic start-ups?  

Adherence to political independence in the 
profession
Economic rationality and ability to sustain itself in the 
market
True interest in the needs of society (social networks 
integration)
Young people optimism for the future and their wish 
for more democracy in their country 
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Alternativeness of journalistic start-ups
to authoritarian media system

Autonomy and self-government, based on:  
Idealistic -pragmatic approach that includes:
Self-entrepreneurship in the labor market and in the profession 
Political and economic independence from the state and big capital, 
including foreign capital
Staff of the friends devoted to their idea of their journalistic media  
Importance of ethical principles in the newsroom 
Specialization and the knowledge of audience
Economic rationality: Small staff, inexpensive office, or work at home
New approach to advertising: Custom tailored to specific needs of the 
client 
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Alternativeness of the Russian 
case to the Western case

Western journalist startups appeared as a result of the 
economic crisis in Europe
Russian journalist startups emerged for ideological-ethical 
reason  based on value-generational conflict and intra-
generational conflict
Mainstream journalists mostly represents conformists seeking to 
calm harbor life in the context of the present public conformity
Journalist startups represent Protestants-Dissidents resisting the 
conformity, highly value freedom, and create a space of a 
new media ecology in the present Russia   
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Thanks for your attention! 

Svetlana.Pasti@uta.fi

http://www.uta.fi/cmt/en/contact/staff/svetlanapasti/index.html
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